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PREFACE 

For many years, workers in the field of ultracentrifugation were 

pre-occupied in the evaluation of molecular weights of macromolecules. 

Sine~ equilibrium sedimentation methods are·time consumin~, a very 

small percent of work was done in this area. It was found that 

even fewer workers used high concentration samples in their study. 

In this. study, the author realized that the repulsive potential.· 

energy between colloidal partic1es is of the order of that can be 

attained by spinning a macromolecular sample in an ultracentrifuge. 

It therefore provides a new method of mapping this energywhich for 

many years does not have a straight forward method of measurement. 

In order to situate the particles close enough so that inter~ction 

can play a part in the equilibrium, sedimentation-:diffusion-inter-: 

action equilibrium methods always requires very high concent.ration . 

samples. This is the most essential requirement in the sedimenta.t:i,on

diffusion-interaction technique. In addition to this point, the. 

author wishes also to emphasize here that.any small amount of energy 

comparable. to this. order of magnitude arising from any other pheno:menon 

should be. equally accessible to this technique, There is no reason 

why its applicability should be limited to electric double layer. 

The. author wishes first to express his deepest grat:i,tude to 

Dr. Victor L. Pollak for his guidance and innumerable number. of hour·s 

of discussion while he was served on my committee. Thanks are next 
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due to Dr. H. G. Jerrard of the University of Southampton, England, 

for bring out this problem as well as many valuable discussions 

when he was a visiting professor at Oklahoma State University, Many 

thanks are also due to Dr, George Gorin for his kindness to let us 

use his instrument, without which this work could not possibly be 

done, Thanks also to my committee members, Dr, H, A, Pohl, 

Dr. E. E, Kohnke, and Dr, L, M? Raff, for their advices and suggestions, 

Gratitude shall last, but not least, paid to the Army Research Office 

at Durham, N, C,, the Department of Physics, OSU, for their financial 

support, as well as the University Computer Center, for the contri

bution of free computer time. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Brief Historical Review on Ultracentrifugation 

In.1923, Svedberg and Nichols successfully constructed their 

first oil-driven I optical' centrifuge equipment (1) at the University 

of Wisconsin and coined the word 11 ultracentrifuge". Immediately 

afterwards, Svedberg and Fahraeus (2) used this new equipment as 

a means to determine the molecular weights of macromolecules by 

sedimentation-diffusion equilibrium. Theories and experimental 

techniques have been improving constantly since then. However, 

about two decades ago, there existed less than twenty instruments 

all around the world. It became a popular research instrument 

only after the birth of electrically drivert ultracentrifuges. At 

present, several exc+ellent reviews and comprehensive monographs 

(3, 4, 5, 6, 7) are in existence. 

It was found out in the very early stages of development that 

the system under study must be ideal in order for an accurate deter-

mination of molecular weight to be possible. This implies that the 

macromolecule must not only be charge-neutral, but also satisfy 

Henry's law (4, 5). As there are seldom any systems satisfying 

these requirements, considerable effort has been devoted to the 
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reduction of data (4) in order to obtain a sensibly 11 good 11 mole-

cular weight. A very common practice is to run the experiments 

at several low concentrations and extrapolate the data to zero 

conce'ntration. 

Environment Survey, A New Method of 
Application of Ultracentrifuge 

Extensive references on extracting the molecular weights are 

available in the literature. In fact, a major part of research in 

ultracentrifugation in the past was composed of determinations 

of molecular weights of macromolecules. Besides this application, 

2 

ultracentrifugation has als.o been applied occasionally in the studies 

of decomposition or polymerization of ·macromolecules (7). No work 

has been found dealing specifically with the study of environment 

of the macromolecule. 

The author wishes to point out here that centrifugation tech-

niques can be used beneficially in a way totally different from 

these classical applications1 • Once the molecular weight of a 

macromolecular species in a system is known to a sufficient degree 

of accuracy, it can be used as a probe to study the environment 

of the macromolecule. This concept has been used widely in many 

fields of physics and chemistry, e.g., in NMR or in Mo0s~baur effect. 

However, this capability has not been fully recognized by r~t~arch 

1Presented at 156th National ME!eting, American·Chemical Society, 
Atlantic City, September 8-13, 1968, by Hsiao-Yuan Li and 
Victor L. Pollak. 
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workers in ultracentrifugation in the past2. Some work on the charge 

effects in sedimentation velocity has been done by Pederson (8,9,10). 

However, this is actually a study about the solute-solvent inter-

action. In general, it can be said that the current common practice 

in handling non-ideality is to evaluate the second virial coefficient 

B (13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21). Besides this, some work 

has been done by Johnson and coworkers (11, 12) to determine the 

activity coefficients of systems such as solutions of cadmiun iodide 

or uranyl fluoride. So far the author of this work has1;fouP.d n~nappli-

cation using ultracentrifugation to determine the int.E!;i;-;..,part:j:¢'1e,,.po-

tentials,. such as ·th~oVe.i!'fwe,yr'Oyerbeek potential in the .double layers. -

The centrifugal potential energy difference, with the regular 

buoyancy term be taken care of, of a macromolecule of average size 

between the top meniscus and bottom of the cell of a commercially 

available analytical ultracentrifuge, such as the Beckman Model E, 

is of the order of a couple of hundreds of kT 1 s (see Chapter II). 

If a significant portion of this energy can be conserved and stored 

as potential energy of interaction between macromolecules by .a 

certain process, this process can be displayed on the schlieren 

pattern. Taken the simplest case of a two-component system for 

example, an additional term may be added to take care of the total 

potential energy of interaction of one macromolecule due to the 

2An excel lent series of work on sedimentation equilibr'ium ,of 
reacting systems has been published by E. T, Adams, Jr. Thanks 
are also due to Dr. Adams for calling our attention to the fact 
that a characteristic schlieren pattern such as shown in Fig.10 & 13 
of this work has been observed independently by L. W. Nichol, · 
A. G. Ogston, and B. N, Preston (Biochem. J. 102, 407 (1967)). 
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presence of other macromolecule (e. g,, the Verwey-9verbeek .potential). 

As it will be shown in Chapter· II, the equation (2-8) resulting from 

applying such a correction term in its derivation from a transport 

approach is identical to the equation obtained from purely thermo

dynamic approach without using supplementary molecular assumptions. 

The disadvantages of the transport approach pointed out by Goldberg 

(22) disappear automatically if one substitutes a soft-ball model 

with interaction in place of the hard-ball picture. 

Earlier works have unfortunately stopped at experimental 

evaluation of activity coefficients or the virial coefficients, 

and have made no attempts to relate their data to a basic, specific 

process. The purpose of the present study is to demonstrate the 

feasibility of mapping out ce>rtain small potentials of interactions 

not easily accessible by other methods by the method of sedimentation

diffusion-interaction equilibrium, using the Verwey-Overbeek inter

action as an example. 

Theories on the electric double layer have been worked out 

extensively by Verwey and Overbeek (23), Deryaguin and Landau (24, 

25), and some other workers. Detailed derivations of electric 

potential, free energy, charge density, etc., based on the Gouy~ 

Chapman model of diffuse double-layer for both flat and spherical 

geometry of a single particle of low surface potential are given 

in reference (23). Free energy for two interacting spherical 

particles only is also given in an approximate form for particles 

of low surface potentials. The Gouy-Chapman model cannot take the 
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finite size of ions into consideration, so Stern's correct.ion is 

usually required for high ion concentrations. J.::.ater, in the,l940's, 

Graham and coworkers improved the theQry and found useful appli-

cations in electrochemistry (26, 33). Graham's theory fits the 

electro-capillary data much better than the original ones. However, 

due. to the complexities involved, no attempt to use Graham'' s ,theory , 

will be made. In the present work, the author wishes on,ly to demon-

strate that sedimentation equilibrium can be used fruitfully·in 

this area and leave. the detailed.refinement to future works. 

It is well known that theories related to the properties of 

electric double-layer still need a more straightforward, direct, 

critical experimental check3 • Sedimentation equilibrium opens 

a path for it. Also for this reason, the stibject o( experi~ental'.· 

verification of v. O. theory was picked up in this_study. 

It is clear that the use of sedimentation-diffusion-interaction 

equilibrium method is not limited to this area only, although 

good agreement between theory and experiment was. obs.erved in 

3As reflected in the recent symposiums on colloidal electrq
lytes at the 154th, 155th, and 156th ACS National Meetings, light 
scattering, surface tension, and electrophoretic mobility data are 
still among the important experimental criteria.used to check the 

·validity of theories on electric double-layer. None of these pro
vided accurate enough comparison between theory and experimental 
at present. At the 156th.ACS National Meeting, considerable ·atten
tion was given to the derivation of isotherms from the theories. 
However, difficulties preventing straightforward comparison between 
theories and experiments still existed as a major problem. One 
may need as many more assumptions to get the·isotherfu·esuation 
from double-layer theory as one needs to derive tq,e:theory of 
double~layer itself. 



this area. 

In Chapter II, the equation for sedimentation experiments 

involving inter-particle interaction ( the sedimentation-diffusion

interaction equilibrium equation) will be derived first. A 
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simple approach for deriving the interaction potential f.rom electro

statics will also be suggested. 

In Chapter III, experimental procedures and results will he 

given. Spe.cial considerations on the unusual experimental conditions 

will be emphasized. Method of data reduction will also be given 

in this chapter. 

Chapter IV contains the comparison of theory and experiment 

as well as a discussion of discrepancies, Some discussion on the 

relation- of this experiment to the buoyancy phenomena will also 

be given in this chapter. A brief conclusion and expectations 

on future developments of the sedimentation-diffusion-interaction 

equilibrium method will be presented in Chapter IV also. 



CHAPTER II 

THEORY 

In this chapter, comparison of the orders of magnitude of 

the electrostatic ene.r.gy and gravitational energy of small ions and 

·macromolecules will first be made. Such a comparison will allow us 

to justify the use of the assumption that, in the analysis of experi

ments involving colloids such as the 11 Ludox. SM" sols which were used 

here, the system under study can be treated as a two-component system 

(solvent and particle) with the addition of an extra interaction 

potential between particle and particle, or between particle and 

solvent, rather than be treated conventionally as multi-component 

system (i.e., the particles, the solvent, and the small ions). Next, 

based on balancing the material transported across an area perpen

dicular to the radius vector, an equation of motion which includes 

the overall inter=particle interaction potential shall be derived. 

In addition to this, a simple theory to calculate this potential from 

electrostatics will then be derived. Comparison of theory and experi

ment will be discussed in Chapter IV. 

Two-Component System vs. Three""'.Component System 

Let us assume there are i kinds of particles in the solution. 

In general, this includes the colloid particles (the macromolecular 

ions), the positive, and the negative small ions. We shall not 

7 
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consider the solvent molecules except in the discussion of buoyancy. 

That is to say, the particle-solvent interaction will be generally 

neglected in this case. 

Under thermodynamic equilibruim, all j:hese particles are expec-

ted to follow Blotzmann distribution 

N,/N , ~ exp( - ~E,/kT) • g,/g ,, 
l 01 l l 01 

(2-1) 

where N0 i is the number of particles of the i th kind at the reference . 

point of Ei' and the g 1 s are the degeneracy factors. ~Ei. is coqunonly 
l 

split into several terms, each of which may arise from a different 

source. The energy sources which contribute significantly to the 

syste.ms under the existing experimental conditions are the gravi-

tational (centrifugal) and electrostatic energies. Thermal energies 

(translational, rotational, and vibrational) also contribute a large 

portion of the total energy. However, since their averages are not 

functions of space coordinates 1 its contribution to the J11E. term 
l 

will not give the sort of distribution of our interest. (Thermal 

equilibrium between the macromolecular. ions and the small ions is 

reached predominantly through collisions with solvent molecules rather 

than mutual collisions.) 

For a macromolecule of molecular weight M = 220,000 amu, of 

density p = 2.20 gm./c.c., and spinning at a speed of 12,000 rpm, 

the gravitational energy difference between the top meniscus and 

bottom meniscus of the sample section of the ultracentrifuge cell is 

-12 1 
approximately 100 kT(3.7 x 10 erg.). While for small ions, this 

1 (M/NA)•( 1 - p0 /f'3 )w2 Cx/ - x/) = (220,000/6.023x1023)x 
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term is 10-4 times smaller ( 0.01 kT). On the other hand, a pre-

liminary calculation (27) showed the electric potential energy for 

a mono-valent ion due ·to diffuse double layer has a maxima of approx-

· imately 7 kT's near the surface of a Ludox SM particle (see Fig. 1). 

A comparison of the magnitudes of gravitational energy and .electric 

energy for the small ions will lead us to two conclusions of con-

side.rable significance to experimental work. The very large mass 

to charge ratio of macromolecules plays a useful role here on the 

difference of behavior under centrifu~al force. 

In the absence of charged macromolecules or particles, the 

concentration difference of small ions between two meniscuses (due 

to redistribution under centrifugation) is less than 1% of the orig-

inal concentration before centrifugation. (Special cases such as those 

in the density gradient technique, in which heavy small ions such as 

cs+ were used may be exceptions.) Sin.ce the original cencentration 

of small ions in any stable sol is .rather small (approximately 

0.001 mole), it is not expected that the redistribution.of small 

ions would be observed through the schlieren optical system.i 

Furthermore, since the ion concentration did not change very much, 

its effect on the ·behavior of the colloid can be neglected. 

Next, the electrostatic ene·rgy change across the dimens\on 

(1 - 1/2.20)x(2nx12,000/60)2x(7.03 2 - 6.22)/(1.38x10- 16x293)' 
= 102.6 kT. 

~It may be observable by·using the Rayleigh interferometer. 
However, the Rayleigh interferometer is not suitable for-measuring 
the high concentrations of .the colloidal sols. 
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Figure 1. Comparison of Orders of Magnitude of Electrostatic 
and Gravitational Potential Energies on a Small 
Ion Located in the Bulk Liquid3. 

occupied by one macromolecule and its surrounding small ions i.s of 

the order of 7 kT 1s, while the gravitational energy change across 

the same dimension is approximately equal to 0.01 kT times the 

3rn Figure 1, the diameter of the particle is approximately 
equal to the nearest gap between the two branches of the dotted 
curve. The farthermost points plotted are 15 times the particle 
diameter away from the center. The electrostatic energy was cal
culated on an IBM-1620 according to the met]lod given in Reference 
36 and subsequently plotted on a Calcomp 565 digital plotter. The 
surface charge density·was chosen from a typical case, such as that 
given on P. 58 of Ref. 36. The small ion concentration at the bulk 
was calculated from du Pont data sheet. The gravitational energy 
was plotted on an exaggerated scale. The solid curve for the gra~ 
vitational energy is actually a segment of a parabola which passes 
through the energy scale zero at the center of rotation .• 
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ratio of the diameter of this volume to the cell length (this ratio 

is of the order of 10-6). We can therefore conclude that the gra-

vitational energy term can be neglected in setting up the Poisson-

Boltzmann equation, and the movements of small ions are governed 

only by the electrostatic potential to a high degree of approxima-

tion. In other words, the "symmetry" character of the distribution 

of small ions has not been destroyed by the superposing of a 

centrifugal force. The charged cloud formed by small ions can 

thus be considered as moving along with the macromolecule during 

the course of sedimentation. That is, the macromolecule and the 

small ions can be treated as a single body in the analysis of their 

motion. This conclusion is in agreement with the results of mea-

surements of emf generated in the centrifuge cell during sedimenta-

tion (28, 29). Matsukura reported a value of approximately 24 mv 

for bovine serum albumin at pH 2.0 and 9780 rpm. Such a small 

voltage certainly can not be expected to produce large electro-

phoretic actions. This further convinces us that the colloid 

system can be handled as a two-component system. The effect of 

the small ion cloud is included in the interparticle potential. 

This approach will reduce considerably the complexity of mathe-

matical analysis. 

The Equation of Motion of Sedimentation
Diffusion-Interaction Equilibrium 

If Coriolis and radial accelerations are neglected, the 

forces experienced by a macromolecule after the rotor reaches 

+ ....... 
the desired speed are the centrifugal force G, buoyancy force B, 

11 



+ + 
frictional force F, and a force due to interactions I. The equation 

of motion is obtained directly from the condition 

<+ + + + 
G + B + F + I = 0. 

The interaction term can further be split into two terms 

''+ + + 
I = I + I • s m 

(2-2) 

+ + 
where I comes from the ·macromolecule-solvent interaction, and lm 

s 

comes from the mutual interaction between macromolecules. Here it 

has been assumed for simplicity that only one kind of macr.omolecule 

is present in the sami:1le. The macromolecule-.solvent interaction 

term plays an important role only in sedimentation velocity experi-

ments. Fixman (46) was able to show that, in the particular case 

of a single-solvent system, all macromolecule-solvent interactions 

12 

in sedimentation=equilibruim experiments may be made to vanish identi-

cally by taking the density of the solvent as the density of the 

medi4m in the buoyancy term. 

-+ 
It has been a common practice to reduce the Im term as much 

as possible by using dilute macromolecule solutions. When 'the required 

dilution cannot be achieved experimentally without hurting the accuracy 

of ultracentrifugation data, the residue effects due to the presence 

+ 
of lm are normally taken care of either by taking the density of 

solution (i.e., the average density of macromolecules and bulk liquid) 

as the density of the medium, or by defining an apparent diffusion 

constant for the macromolecule, or by applying both. The validity of 

such practices are not always clear from doubt. In the past, both 

the density of the solvent and the den~ity of the solution has ·been 
.,.. . . . . . 

widely used in the literature as the density of the medium,(5;52,54,-55)'. 
l 11 · 
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In our opin;i.on, ·whether the density of the solution can be used as .'.the 
i 

density of the medium depends on the fact whether the macromolecule 

sees the surroundings as a uniform medium or not. In. a colloidal sol 

with low ion concentrations, the electrical double-layer thickness 

is usuaily very large and the force between macromolecules is of 1-ong-

range character. · Therefore, the particle is not. likely to see a 

uniform environment. Experiment shows that this is the case (Fig.:1.s). 

The inclusion of Im into the buoyancy term will lead to a complicated 

pseudo-buoyancy phenomenon. We shall therefore separate these two 

terms and write 

and 

-~ 2+ 
G = mW X 

.-+ 2· ,+, 

B = -·mr.1' 0-w x' -r-o 

-+ 't 
F = -fx 

-~ avT 
I = -
m ax 

where mis the molecular weight of the.macromolecule; wis the 

(2-3 )' 

angular velocity in rad./sec; xis the distance between the particUle 

and the center of the rotor; p is the density of the solvent; 0" is 
0 

the specific volume of the macromolecular solute; f, the friction 

coefficient; and V'T the total potential energy of one macromolecule 

due to the presence of other macromolecules. 

Equation (2~2) can then be written as 

m(l-up 0 ); olx - f~ - av'I' = o 
ax 

(2-4) 

The last term in (2-4), or more generally, the underlined terms in 

Equations (2-4), (2-7) and (2-8), are new terms which did .not a-ppear 

in. the conventional treatment •. As usual, we shall coup.le Eqµation 
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(2-4) with the overall mass-current density (Equation 2-5) flowing 

across a surface located at x and. perpendicular to the .radius. vectar, 

.. 
+ + 
J = c~ - DVc, (2-5); 

and the Einstein relation (2-6) 

- 2 avT kT ac 
m (1 - UP> o )w x = ~ + c ax 

fD = kT, . (2-6) 
'· 

. (2-7) 

~(l - vpo) w2 (x2 - x12) = vTCcJ - vT(co(xl)J +kT 1~~(~~ )'~2-9) 
o· 1 ·· 

Equation (2-7) results from eliminating x and fd from (2-4), (2-5), 

and,i.(t.:6}, and is easily integrable to Equation (2-8). This equation 

is identical to the Equation (7) given by Goldberg (22) , except that 

he expresses the right-hand terms in terms of activity coefficient. 

Conventionally, an equation of motion (3 , 6) is obtained by 

setting the Lamm equation equal ta zero and combining it with the 

Svedberg equation: 

\m(1 - VJ:) 0 )w2 (x2 - x/) = kT ln c (x) (2-'10) . 
co(x1) 

such an 'equation does not contain the VT terms. This is due to the 

difference between the soft-ball' picture and the hard-pall picture. 

When the hard sphere approximation is made~ the e~cess chemical 

potential term of the solutes automatically vanishes (22) from the 

equation. Equation (2-8) reduces to Equation (2-9) at very low 

concentrations since the V1 terms become smaller and smaller as the 

interparticle distance incieases, 

Derivation of the Interaction Term 
in tqe Equation of Motion 

It is now necessary to derive V'f in Equation (2-8) from funda-

mental electrostatic considerations. Befo:i:e we start the derivation, 
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we shall briefly review the works published in the literature. 

Progress in the ideas related to the electrical double-layer 

. (30) (31) 
has been quite slow. Gouy and Chapman proposed independently 

the first model as early as 1913 (the diffuse double-layer theory). 

S d ' f ' d h G Ch d 1 . 192 4 ( 3 2) b · d · tern mo 1. 1e t e ouy- . apman mo e 1.n y cons1. er1.ng 

the finite size of ions (the compact double-layer theory). A mono

graph was published in 1948 by Verwey and Overbeek<23 ), summing up 

the details of the theory to date. This is usually cited as the 

Verwey-Overbeek theory or the Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek theory 

(24) (25) 
Quite apart from this line of development, s. Levine and 

(37,38,~9,40,41,42) 
his school held a rather different point of view 

They fought their way from the very beginning up to very recent days 

(51) 
In short, it can only be said that the great debate has not yet 

been settled. On the other hand, Graham and coworkers. perfected the 

(26 33) · theory and the experimental technique of capillary electrometer ·' 

of dropping mercury electrode. Bibliographs in the application of 

electric double-layer theory to the electrode kinetics tan be found 
(33) 

in Delahay 1 s book Further theoretical work after the publication 

of Verwey-Overbeek 1 s book can be traced back from the recent Russian 

(34) 
monograph· • However, direct experimental verification of these 

h · · · 11 ' h · . ' . (3 5 ) t eor1.es 1.s st1. 1.n t e pr1.m1.t1.ve stages . 

As is well known, the classical analysis of the diffuse double-

layer leads to the Poisson-Boltzmann equation (2-10). Jn mks units, 

this equation looks like the following: 

v2"¥ = 2evn sinh ev\J:' 
E: kT 

(2-10) 
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where e is the elementary charge, and~ is the valance of the ions 

(assumed to be the same for both positive and negative ions in this 

equation). The Poisson-Boltzmann equation does not possess analytical 

solutions for particles of spherical geometry. Analytical solutions 

have so far been obtained for certain special casei such as: 

(1) the flat double layer, and 

(2) the spherical double layer with small surface potential. 

In the second case, the Poisson-Boltzmann equation was linear-

ized by taking only the first term in the expansion of the hyperbolic 

sine function. Such a procedure is often called the Debye-Huckel 

approximation. Although this approximation is far from satisfactory, 

it provides a simple and useful method of comparing numerical data. 

If solutions for the un-linearized equation is required, the aid of 

a digital computer is always sought <36) 4 

Verwey and Overbeek computed in their book the free energy of 

interaction of two (and only two) spherical particles by some approxi-

mate methods. However, they did not consider the case of many par-

ticles situated around a central particle, which is actually more 

realistic. In the next section, a very brief summary of the results 

of Verwey-Overbeek 1 s two particle treatment will be given, and then, 

in the section following, a very simple model to solve the same 

problem will be proposed. The simplicity of this model led ,us to 

believe that this is a very good order-of-·magnitude calculation 

4·Th 1 i ' R f (36) . a· . d b . th' . ··t·h . e resu ts g ven in e • were repro • u,ce.- , .. · 'J.:j e:7a:u .. oxr 
on the IBM-7040 at the OSU Computer Center. However, the corrections 
are ra.ther small in most cases and it was found more convenient not 
to use it. 
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and very useful for making comparison with the experimental data at 

the early stages of development of this technique. 

Verwey-Overbeek 1 s Original Two-Particle Treatment 

Verwey and Overbeek calculated the potential energy of inter-

action of two spherical double layers in their book. The derivation 

is quite lengthy; therefore, no attempt is made to duplicate it here. 

Readers who are interested in it should read the original literature 

(see Chapter X, §~,3, Reference 23). They have given the repulsive 

potential of interaction in two cases of two identical double layers 

having a small electrical potential 'V near the solid-liquid interface, 

that is, for the double layers where the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann 

equation can be used. These are: (A) where the surface electric poten-

tial is assumed constant, or (B) where the surface charge is assumed 

constant at the approaching of the particles. The results are given 

below: 

(A) The Case of Constant Electric Potential at the Surface 

v 
R 

('V0=const) 
2 -T(s-2) = Wo e:a.-e ____ ~ 

s 

in which 

-'T(s-2) 
-2'T 

(1-e ) (1 + 01) 1 + _e ___ _ 
2s'T 

(2-11) 

(2-12) 



(B) The Case of Constant Surface Charge. 

v 
R(Q=const) 

= Q('It - ii ~:) 
R co 

in which 

1 -

. 2 -T(s-2) = \Ito ea _e ___ _ y 

-T(s-2) e 
2s,-

s 

,._ 1 -21" . 
( T+ 1 + e ) (1 + a) l 

In both cases, where Q' = Al (1 + ....!...) 
sT 

+ A2 (1 + ]__ + _3_ ) 
sT (sT )2 

(2-13) 

(2-14) 

(2-15) 

in which Al and A2 are the roots of a set of simultaneous equations 

obtained from a lengthy calculation (see Equations 71 and 72 in 

Reference 23). 

The symbols used in the above equations have the following 

meanings: 

a "is the radius of the particle 

s=R/a the interparticle distance (center to center) 
measured in terms of radius of the particle 

' 'l"=:''l<:a the radius of the particle measured in Debye 
length · 

'1'0 ,Q surface potential and surface charge, respec
tively 

e dialectric constant 

~ and y factors of order 1 defined in Equations (2-13) 
and (2-13) respectively 

18 
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A Suggested Simple Theory 

In the following, we shall suggest a simple theory regarding 

a colloidal particle occupying only a limited space. Since in any 

actual case, a colloidal particle has its neighbors surrounding it, 

a case such as that described in the last section does not exist. 

In the last section, only two particles are assumed embedded in an 

infinitely large bulk of liquid. In an actual case, since the con-

centration is never zero, each particle can only occupy a limited 

volume of space. As a colloid particle, along with its surrounding 

small ions, sediments towards the llbottom11 of the centrifuge cell, 

the volume occupied by each particle diminishes. The requirement 

of charge neutrality means that the charge cloud of the diffuse 

layer must be squeezed into a smaller volume. We shall discuss the 

change of free energy during such a process. 

Now let us introduce a macromolecular particle of total surface 

charge Q at the origin of a coordinate system. Around the particle, 

in an infinitely large amount of solution of positive and negative 

ions, each of a concentration of n ions/c.c., is a handful of counter-

ions whose total charge is ~Q. These charges will be assumed to 

distribute themselves according to the answers obtained by Loeb, 

. (36) 
Overbeek, and Wiersema • The electrostatic potential at infinity 

is set equal to zero for convenience. 

Next, let the charge cloud be redistributed such that it 

occupies only a volume of finite radius lb • We can then reduce bl;, 

to achieve the effect of squeezing. As long as b is sufficiently 
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large, the potential and charge distribution are good approximations 

to the case of infinite radius. 

Let us further assume that the effects of volume reduction 

and particle crowding can be approximated by a symmetrical reduction_ 

of radius b, which calls for a spherically symmetrical modification 

of the electrostatic potential'¥. We shall expect here that a model 

based on spherical symmetry will give certain discrepancies. 

In addition to the above assumptions, let us further assume 

that the Debye-Huckel approximation is applicable. We shall first 

obtain the expression for~· 

Instead of using the Dirichlet boundary conditions as they 

are often employed in literature on theories of electric double layer, 

let us apply the Neumann boundary conditions 

(~) = -
clr a 

41rcr · 
E 

to the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation 

where 2eVvn 
e:kT 

(2-16) 

(2-17) 

The first boundary condition comes from the symmetry relationship 

between any two particles and the second, from Gauss' law. We shall, 

for the moment, assume that CJ is constant during the squeezing process 

although it may not correspond to the true physical situation due to 

the involvement of chemical reactions on or near the surface. The 

solution of this boundary value problem should also be subject to all 

the limitations of applicability inherent in the'· Gouy;,.C.hapman· model. 



Change the variable cr' in (2-17) to u = rcr', the equation 

reduces to 

d2 2 
--u-Ku 
dr2 -

The general solution of this equation is 

u = Ae - K r + Be K r (2-18) 

Since we are interested only ih the region between r = a and r = b, 

the second term Be Kr will not give an un-physical result. So 

j 

Cf}'= Ae- K,:t;' + Be ~;,r (2-19) 
r r 

The boundary conditions (2-16) require that 

which gives 

As 

A(l + kb)e- k.b + B(l - ijib)e Kb= O 

A(l + Ka)e- KB.+ B(l - Ka)e Ka= 4naa2 = _g_ 
e e 

Q kb - (1- ~b)e · 
A= e . 

K (b-a) 1( (a-b) 
0- Kb)(l+ i<:a)e -(1+ Kb)(l- ka)e 

. (2-20) 

- g_ (1+ Kb)e = Kb 
€ 

B = -~------~~--,---,-,------------,--.,,-. · K (b-a) · 1<::.(a-b) 
(1- itb)(l+ Ka)e · -(1+ Kb)(l= K,a)e 

(2-21) 

Ka 
A-+g_ _e __ 

· e l+ Ka 
and B +;, 0 which is identical with the 
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5 answers given by Verwey and Overbeek. 

h f AE:(l+ Ka) Te values o and 
Ka 

Qe 

Be ( 1+ /-ka) 
Ka 

Qe 
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are plotted in 

Fig. 2 as a function of K'.-b for J<i:"a = 0.1. It is interesting to notice 

the contribution due to the first term of Equation (2-19) decreases as 

L!<b decreases, and passes through a value O at fkb = 1.0. It is in 

fact opposite in sign from that of second term for ~L.b /.. 1.0.1 

Some values of it•s are plotted in Fig. 3 for k.b = 1.0, 1.2, 

1 • 5 , 2 . 0 and 00-. Fig. 3 indicates that, if Q is kept constant, the 

absolute value of the surface potential increases as ~b decreases. 

Or more precisely, the ratio of surface potential to surface charge 

increases as the 11 free 11 volume available to each particle decreases. 

In Verwey-Overbeek 1 s original calculations, in which they always used 

the Dirichlet boundary conditions, either the surface potential oi 

the surface charge is assumed constant. The author feels that such 

assumptions do not correspond to the experimental conditions of this 

study, although such assumptions may be true for some electrode 

kinetics experiments. 

Verwey and Overbeek suggested two expressions for the Helmholtz 

free energy for the diffused double layer<37), which shall be written 

down without proof in the following: 

5Equation (15) of Reference 23 gives 

'1' = '!ta .! e )K(a-r) 
r 

where ~a and Qare related by the equation 

Q = ea (1+ K a)'lta 
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(2-22) 

1 

F =~ ~-~~~V/•(x,y,z)~'(x,y,z)dxdydz 
(2-23) 

where '1!0 is the surface electric potential, ~dS is the charge of a 

surface element dS, p' and '11" 1 are the charge density and electric 
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potential corresponding to an ionic charge r..e, which increases from · 

zero to the full value of e. 

Since they give this expression in a rather intuitive way, it 

(38, 39, 40, 41, 42) 
has drawn certain criticism in the past Ikeda 

tried to put Equation (2-22) and (2-23) on the basis of strict 

. . 1 h . (43) stat1st1ca mec anics • He succeeded in deriving Equation (2-22), 

but failed to obtain an identical result for Equation (2-23). A 

series of papers on the statistical theory of double layer has been 

(34) 
published by Martynov • At the present, this is an area still 

not satisfactorily settled. For the purpose of this research, we 

shall be content to use the simple expression (2-22), since the free 

energy evaluated from this equation agrees 'l'Nith experimental data 

(Fig .15). 

From very fundamental consideration of electrostatics<44), the 

free energy contributed by a distribution of charges can be written 

in the two integrals as the charge and potential gradually build 

themselves up to their full value. 

(2-24) and (2-25) 
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using the 'It obtained from last section in the above equations, the 

surface integral shows an increase in free energy as the "free" volume 

is reduced, while the volume integral causes a decrease in the free 

energy of the system. However, Ikeda has in fact shown that the 

volume integration is a part of the expression of entropy derived from 

statistical mechanics. Except for a surface integral term on the out

side boundary of the 11 free 11 volume (this term has only small contri= 

butions), Ikeda 1 s derivation is applicable to the Von Naumann 1 s 

boundary conditions (2-16) with only small errors introduced by the 

finite size of outer boundary. We have therefore evaluated the free 

energy from (2-19), (2-20), (2-21) and (2-24). The values are plotted 

along with experimental data in Fig. 15. 

It is important to notice here that the calculated free energy 

is only a weakly varying function of Q/K • By proper adjustment of 

these two parameters, a very close fit can be achieved in a wide 

range of concentrations of macromolecules. The calculated values 

deviate from experimental data, more seriously at the higher end, in 

the region of small inter-particle distance. This is just as was 

expected since in this region the Debye=Huckel approximation fails to 

describe the situation. 



CHAPTER III 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Silica sols of nominal seven millimicron diameter (du Pont 

Ludox SM1) were used in this study. Ludox is well known for its 

use as a light-scattering standard for molecular weight determina-

tion(49). A study by Alexander and Iler (50) also revealed that 

the particles are of rather uniform diameters under electron 

microscope. The general properties of these sols can be found in 

the du Pont product bulletins(57). The part of the data in which 

we are interested in this work is listed in Table I. Du Pont manu-

factured two forms of Ludox SM; the more recent one has a silica 

content of 30% by weight, while the older one contains only 15% 

solid. Both forms were used in this studyo The 30% sample was 

diluted to one half of its original strength for ease of comparison. 

The variation of interaction as a function of small ion concentra-

tions was investigated by adding various amounts of sodium chloride 

(see Table 11) to the 30% Ludox SM sol during dilution. 

1These sols are made by growing amorphous silica around 
hard spherical nuclei which were obtained by passing sodium 
silicate solution through an ion-exchanger (47,48). The designa
tions used in type classification of Ludox are: HS - high sodium 
stabilization level; LS - low sodium stabilization level; 
SM - seven millimicron diameter; AM - alumina modified; and 
AS - ammonia stabilized. 

27 
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TABLE I 

SOME PROPERTIES OF LUDOX COLLOIDS (at 25°C) 

Type of Colloid 1 HS LS SM AM AS 

Approx. Part. Diam. (mµ) 14-15 14-15 7-9 14-15 14-15 

pH 9.9 8.3 8.5 9.1 9.6 

Total Na+ Ions/cc (1017),'<' 1.20 15 4.5 17.7 7.5 

Surface Charge Density~·~ -0.155 -0.050 -0.055 -0.066 -0.232 
(Coul. /m2 ) 

Debye Length K-1 (in mµ)* 2.16 6.14 25.6 5.65 8.4 

Surface Potential* 
(in Yo = eVW0 /kT) 5.86 5.68 7.07 6.06 9.44 

~'<'See Reference No. 27. 

TABLE II 

SAMPLE USED FOR STUDYING SALT EFFECT ON INTERACTION STRENGTH 

Sample No. I II III IV 

Solid Content (% wt) 16 .3 7 1.5.64 14.65 1.4. 1.0 

NaCl Added (N) .0071 .0143 .0285 .0446 

J<_= 1 6 (x1.0 /cm) Debye Length 
2. 90 4 .1.0 5.79 9.05 
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Description of Instrument 

A standard analytical ultracentrifuge (Beckman Model E) was 

used throughout the study. Because of the unusual requirement of 

high sample concentrations, it is expect that if best results are 

to be obtained, certain modifications of the existing instrument 

needs to be carried out2 • Unfortunately, this is not easily 

accomplished. The author has thus limited himself to the use of the 

existing instrument and its parts available on the market. This 

2For best results, the overall aperature of the optical path 
of the instrument should be enlarged. An alternative but easier 
way to modify the instrument is to install a variable diopter prism 
in the optical path with its controller mounted in the front panel. 
A variable diopter prism is a device composed of two wedge-shaped 
prisms capable of rotating opposite 
to each other simultaneously in a 
plane perpendicular to the optical 
axis. The prisms should be mounted 
above the vacuum chamber in a position 
as far below the phase analyzer as 
possible. Such an assembly will 
sacrify certain conveniences but it 
will permit us to take pictures of 
different portions of schlieren curve 
on separate photographic frames of 
those normally hidden in the concen
tration band. A trial run was carried 
out by hanging a fixed diopter wedged 
prism of 3.0 to 4.0 diopter in the slit 
holder inside the vacuum chamber. It 
did help estimate the height of the 
maximum point of the schlieren curve 
which normally swings out of view during 
the trial period of the experiment in 
establishing the optimistic conditions 
of operation. However, such a setup is 
difficult to handle and hazardous; there
fore, it has not been used to collect data. 

I 
I cy 

Figure 4. A Variable 
Diopter Prism. 
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undoubtly will narrow the range of investigation. 

The Beckman Model E, manufactured by the Spinco division, 

has 60 adhustable steps of pre=selected speed ranging from as low 

as 1967 rpm up to 72,140 rpm. The An-D analytic rotor attachment 

has a recommended maximum operating speed of 59, 780 rpm. Each 

centerpiece or cell window has its own recommended maximum speed. 

Three optical systems are provided with the instrument to measure 

the concentration gradient and/or the concentration at any point 

in the cell during the run at a distance r from the center of 

rotation -- the schlieren optics, the. Rayleigh.interferometer, 

and the UV absorption system. For the. sample used in this study 

and for the range of concentration gradient which is required to 

measure, the schlieren optics is the most suitable. The author shall 

not describe the priciples of the system since these are easily 

available elsewhere(45)3 • 

The schl iere.n curves a.re recorded on Kodak, extra-high contrast, 

metallographic plates. The curve height as a function of radial 

positions are read afterwards from a Starrett micrometer with the 

aid of a projector. The micrometer has an precision of 0.0002 of 

a millimeter. It is believed that, in the majority of the curve, 

an accuracy of one-thousandth of a millimeter is always achieved. 

An equilibrium schlieren curve is shown in Figure 5, and the 

3Experimental procedures can also be found in great detail in 
Reference (45). A diagram of the schliere.n system used in the instru
ment is reproduced in Figure 6. 
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construction of the rotor and the cell, as well as the schlieren 

system, are shown in Figure 6. The cell centerpiece has a sectorial 

cross-section. A filled Epon centerpiece of 3 mm thickness and 4° 

sector angle was used for high concentration samples, while a 12 mm, 

20 sector angled filled Epon centerpiece was used for low concentrat-

ion samples. All experiments were carried out at 20°c under the 

thermister temperature controlling system of the "Model E11 • 

Special Features of Equilibrium Schlieren 
Curves Involving Interaction 

Figure 5 shows certain features which do not normally show 

up during an ordinary run. However, these special features made 

this picture particularly useful for illustration purposes. The 

sample used in this picture is a Ludox SM of original 30% by 

weight silica content and diluted to one-half of this strength. 

This sample was allowed to spin long enough so that coagulation 

started at the bottom part of the cell. The spaces between points 

A and B, and points Kand Lare the reference holes of the reference 

cell, which is in a vacuum of approximately 1 millitorr. The 

center of rotation is located at 5.70 cm to the left of point B. 

MD and NI are the shadows of the top and the bottom meniscuses 

respectively. For most runs of this study, the cell space between 

the bottom meniscus I and the cell bottom J are filled with a heavy 

4 transparent compound FC-43 to creat a clear bottom. It is worth 

4FC-43 is a 3M product which has a density of 1.872 and 
refractive index of 1.2910 at 25°C. This oil is formed from 
tributylamine with fluorine replacing the hydrogen atoms. 
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noticing here that the density of FC-43 is lower than the density 

of solid silica, yet the surface tension still keeps the silica 

particles floating on top of a lighter liquid. 

The space CD above the sample is an air space sealed into 

the cell at one atm. The schlieren curve DEFGHI can be broken 

into five portions. The portion DE is essentially horizontal and 

the concentration of macromolecule in this region is very close 

to zero. EF is the sedimentation-diffusion equilibrium region. 

The width of this region measured along the radius vector has 

beeri observed increasing as the speed of rotation decreases. 

In fact, if one gradually reduces the speed as well as the sample 

concentration in a sequence of runs, region EF becomes wider and 

wider, and it eventually covers the whole depth of the sample 

region (from D to I), and becomes identical to any normal equili-

brium schlieren curves frequently reported in the literature. 

This phenomenon can easily be understood if one recalls that 

the horizontal axis (radial distance) can also be considered as 

the energy axis, and that the schlieren curve plotted on an uniform 

energy axis is a unique curve independent of speed rotation. 

Region FG is the sedimentation-diffusion-interaction equi-

librium region. This is the region where interaction shows its 

effect. The slope of the schlieren curve, i.e., the second partial 

derivative of concentration with respect to radial distance, may 

vary in a very wide range as the strength of interaction varies. 
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A comparison of Figures 10, 12, and 13 against Figure 5 will make 

this point clear. The monotonic increasing feature found in sedi

mentation-diffusion equilibrium schlieren curves was distroyed by 

the inte.raction. This is a very important feature of equilibrium 

schlieren curves involving interactions, and is a very useful 

experimental criterion to identify the region. 

Regions GH and HI normally do not appear; however, this 

picture was taken after running over a week purposely to allow 

coagulation to be recorded on the photograph. After stopping the 

rotor, we found that the region HI was actually filled with a solid, 

glass-like stuff, while a very viscous heavy fluid was found in the 

region GH. The relative. relationship can almost be maintained 

undisturbed if one stops the rotor without using heavy braking. 

This can be indicated by the fact that the schlieren curve quickly 

reaches a steady state within 30 minutes after re-starting the rotor. 

The new schlieren curve thus obtained is almost identical to the 

equilibrium curve before the rotor was brought to a stop. We 

suggest tentatively that in .zone GR the sample is polymerizing 

(coagulating), while in zone HI it is polymerized (coagulated). 

The exact nature of these zones is not fully understood. 

Data Reduction 

A typical read-out of the schlieren curve from the micrometer 

consists of a few hundreds of pairs of x-y coordinates. (See Table 

III for an example of a shortened computer output of numerical 

integration.) The abscissae are measured from the outer edge of 
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TABLE III. A SHORTENED COMPUTER OUTPUT SHEET 
FOR NUMERICAL INTEGRATIONo 

DATE AND SAMPLE NUMBER 
PICTURE FRAME NUMBER 
ANGULAR VELOCITY 

660913.3 
11 

12590. RPM 
MINUTES .. TIME AFTER REACHING SPEED 

LOCATION OF TOP MENISCUS 
LOCATION OF BOTTOM MENISCUS 
POINT WHERE INTEGRATION STARTED. 

736. 
5.9315 
700394 
601743 

CM. FROM CENTER OF ROTATION 
CM. FROM CENTER OF ROTATION 
CM. FROM CENTER OF ROTATION 

RAD. DIST. 

Oo6l74300E 
Oo6198015E 
Oe6221714E 
Oe6245389E 
Oo6269013E 
Oo6292536E 
0.6315984E 
Oo6339448E 
Oo6362990E 
Oe6386593E 
Oe6410212E 
Oe6433836E 
Oo6457458E 
Oo6481082E 
Oo6504695E 
Oo6528296E 
Oo6551891E 
Oo6575488E 
Oo6599075E 
Oo6622659E 
Oo6646246E 
Oo6669833E 
Oo6693415E 
0.6716994E 
Oe6740578E 
Oo6764162E 
0.6787749:::: 
Oo6811339E 
Oo6834928E 
Oo6858515E 
Oo6882102E 
Oo6905694E 
Oo6929316E 
Oo6952908E 
Oo6976468E 
Oo7030423E 

SCHLIEREN CV HT. RAD DIST sa. 

01 -o. 
01 -o. 
01 Oo6000005E-02 
01 Oo2lOOOOlE-01 
01 Oo550000UE-01 
01 Ool27COOOE 00 
01 0.227COOUE 00 
01 Oo321000UE 00 
01 Oo386000UE 00 
01 Oo428000CE 00 
01 Oo464000UE 00 
01 Oo4980000E 00 
01 Oo5330000E 00 
01 0.567UOOUE CO 
01 Oo605000UE 00 
01 Oe648000GE 00 
01 Oo693000CE 00 
01 Oo7370000E 00 
01 Oe785000UE 00 
01 Oo834000GE CO 
01 o.aa20000E oo 
01 0.9300000E 00 
01 Oo9800000E 00 
01 Ool031000E 01 
01 o.1oaooooE 01 
01 0.1129000E 01 
01 Ooll77000E 01 
01 Ool224000E 01 
01 Ool271000E Cl 
01 Ool319000E 01 
01 Ool367000E 01. 
01 Ool413000E 01 
01 Ool448000E 01 
01 0.149400UE 01 
01 Ool552000E 01 
01 Ool706980E 01 

Oo3812198E C2 
Oo3841539E 02 
Oe3870972E 02 

· Oo3900488E OZ· 
Oo3930053E 02 
0.3959601E 02 
o.39B9166E. 02 
Oe40l8860E 02 
Oe4048764E OZ 
Oo4078857E 02 
Oo4109081E 02 
Oo4139425E 02 
Oo4169876E OZ 
Oo4Z00442E 02 
Oo4231106E 02 
0.4261864E 02 
Oo4292727E 02 
Oo43237C4E 02 
o.4354779E oz 
Oo4385962E 02 
Oo4417259E 02 
Oo4448667E 02 
Oo4480180E 02 
0.4511800E 02 
0.4543539E 02 
Oo4575389E 02 
Oo4607354E 02 
Oe4639433E 02 
Oo4671624E 02 
Oo4703923E 02 
Oo4736333E OZ 
Oo4768861E 02 
Oo4801542E OZ 
0.4834293E 02 
0,4867111E 02 
0.494Z685E 02 

lST INTEGo 

-o. 
o. 7109703E-04 
Oo3907094E-03 
Ool288432E-02 
Oo3429017E-02 
Oo7579350E-OZ 
Ool400854E-Ol 
Oo2Z33049E-Ol 
Oo3l93689E-Ol 
Oo4247095E-Ol 
0.53B3423E-Ol 
Oo6601118E-Ol 
Oo7900453E-Ol 
Oo9284211E-Ol 
Ool076277E 00 
Ool234481E 00 
Ool403204E 00 
o.1~82700E 00 
Ool773615E 00 
o.1975991E 00 
Oo2189689E 00 
Oo2414893E 00 
OoZ651979E 00 
o.2900911E 00 
0.3161399E 00 
0.3433357E 00 
o.3716550E 00 
Oo4010830E 00 
Oo4316Z81E 00 
Oo4633054E 00 
Oo4960986E 00 
o.5298894E 00 
Oo5645936E 00 
Oo6004759E 00 
Q;.6883947E 00 

TOTAL AREA OF 2ND INTEGRATION 0.1151117E 01 
PROP. CONST. (C/C(OJ/lST INTEGol 0.6242318E 01 

2ND INTEGo 

Oo5225122E-05 
Oo3925144E-04 
Ool632804E-03 
Oo5122496E-03 
Ool326021E-02 
Oo292Z502E-02 
0·56Zl364E-02 
Oo9679661E-02 
Ool527896E-Ol 
Oo2255753E-Ol 
Oo3165043E-Ol 
Oo4269Z04E-Ol 
Oo5582577E-Ol 
Oo7ll9588E-Ol 
Oo8896674E-Ol 
Ool093205E 00 
Ool324470E 00 
0015852381: 00 
Ool877571E 00 
Oo2203537E 00 
0.2565126E 00 
Oo2964335E 00 
Oo3403329E 00 
Oo3884389E 00 
Oo4409533E 00 
Oo4980936E 00 
Oo5600706E 00 
Oo6Z70892E 00 
Oo6993564E 00 
0 • 7 770964E 00 
Oo8605357E 00 
Oo9499612E 00 
o.1045360E 01 
O.ll51117E 01 
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the inner reference hole, i.e., from point Bin Figure 5. This 

point is physically located at a distance of 5.7QQ, cm from the 

center of rotation. If only one cell contains sample, the other 

position on the rotor usually contains a reference cell which has 

two built-in reference holes and a center hole which holds a counter-

weight. In the case that two samples are running simultaneously, 

the reference cell is replaced by a cell with wedge-shaped window, 

and an outer reference hole drilled into the rotor is un-plugged 

to provide the standard point of distance measurement. Due to the 

enlarging factor of the optical system, the x-distance measured 

on the photographic plate should be multiplied by a factor of 0.4743· 

to convert it to the actual physical distance along the radius of 

the rotor. 

The ordinates listed in Table III are proportional to the 

partial derivatives of the refractive index with' respe-cL,tiLra8ial 

distance of the sample at the points ·of interest,_ :which' imr:turnn .. , 

are proportional to the concentration gradient. The proportional-

ity constant should contain such factors as the thickness of the 

centerpiece, the initial concentration of the sample, the specific 

refractive index, they-enlarging factor of the optical system 

(which is different from the x-enlarging factor because a cylindri-

cal lense is used in the schlieren syste!ll), and a tangent function 

of the schlieren angle setting. Fortunately, one does not have to 

deduce this constant from all these factors. It may simply be 
\ 

obtained by comparing the total mass :of macromolecules' 'in the .. 
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sample to the second integration of schlieren curve height expressed 

in arbitrary unit with respect to radial distance. The concentration 

of the sample at each point along the radial distance can then be 

obtained by multiplying the proportionality constant just obtained 

to the first numerical integration of the experimental data. If 

a geometrical "lattice" pattern is assumed on the relative locations 

of the particles, the average interparticle distance can then be 

estimated from concentration information. If we agree that there 

is no permanent structure between colloidal particles, a definite 

geometrical pattern would be impossible to assign. However, since 

the distances calculated from unit cells of constant volume using 

different space point groups differ from each other only by a 

factor of unity, we may simply use a cubic lattice and leave a 

correction factor open. 

To evaluate the interparticle interaction potential from 

experimental data, one can follow the reasoning below: From Eq.(2-8), 

it is seen that 

(3-1) 

where x1 is a reference point on the radius vector where the concen-

tration of the sol at equilibrium equals the initial concentration 

before spinning. · All the rest of notations are identical to those 

used in Chapter II. It is worth noticing at this point that the 

right hand side of Eq. (3-1) contains only the experimental data. 
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For an ideal case such as those described by Eq. (2-9), in which 

inter-particle interactions are not present, the left-hand side 

of Eq. (3-1) should be zero and the concentration of the macro-

molecules at sedimentation-diffusion equilibrium is governed by 

the equation 

c (x) (:~-2) 

which, if plotted on a semi-log scale of c vs. x2 , gives a straight 

line. Let us recall that this is one of the standard procedures 

for determining the molecular weight of macromolecules. The slope 

of the semi-log plot is a measure of the molecular weight. 

Sj_nce we are normally operating at a speed much higher than 

those in the conventional practice, a zero concentration region 

is developed near the top meniscus (the region DE in Fig •. 5), the 

region immediately below is bound to have very low concentration 

and can therefore be used for molecular weight evaluation for check-

ing purpose, and for providing a reference line for interparticle 

potential evaluation. This point has been confirmed since the 

particle diameter evaluated from this region agrees very well with 

the nominal size of the particle (Table I). It agree also very well 

with the special runs on low concentration samples carried out to 

check the molecular weight of the sample and the degree of poly-· 

disperse (Fig. 9). 

As one goes further toward the bottom of the cell, the 

concentration of the macromolecule becomes higher and the inter:-
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particle interaction starts playing a part. We can thus predict 

that a deviation from the straight-line plot of log c vs x2 should 

occur in this high concentration region. This is found to be the 

case. (See Fig. 10, also the dotted points in Fig. 7:) A comparison 

of Eq. (3-2) with Eq. (2-8) shows that the deviation from the 

straight line is the term "/iv in Eq. (3-1). Thus the straight 

line obtained from the lower-concentration portion of the schlieren 

curve should be extrapolated and the differences between this line 

and the experimental data line should be assigned to AV. 

Now there is enough information to plot the total inter

particle interaction as a function of average inter-particle distance. 

Let us remember here that the /JV thus obtained is purely exper

imental. It is therefore very clear that the procedure to obtain 

it is independent of any theory regardless the nature or source of 

the interaction. 

The ideas discussed above can be summarized in Fig. 7. In 

this plot, the dots are experimental points derived from a typical 

ultracentrifuge run whose schlieren curve is shown in Fig. 12. 

In the left portion of the curve, i.e., in the lower concentration 

region, the points lie on a very good straight line. If such a 

non-interacting situation were to continue into the higher concen

tration region, the experimental curve would coincide with the 

extended straight line in the right portion of the curve. However, 

the observed curve shows that it bends downward to the right, which 

indicates that the sample possesses a repulsive inter-particle 
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potential5 • 

In order to further assure that the downward bending of Fig. 7 

at the high. concentration region is not due to sample inhomogeneity, 

two samples of 1.28io and 3 .80% by weight respectively were run at 

2,378 rpm. These are the conventional conditions of operation for 

sedimentation-diffusion equilibria. If the bending were due to .the· 

redistribution of inhomogeneous particles, the same characteristics 

would be observed for both the low and high concentration samples. 

The schlieren curves of the low concentration runs are shown in 

Fig. 8. These resemble any normal schlieren curves for sedimentation-

diffusion equilibria published in the literature. The 'log c :vs 

x2 curve for one of the low concentration samples is shown in Fig. 9. 

Since the concentration of macromolecules at the top meniscus can 

no longer be assumed zero at such a low speed of rotation, top 

meniscus concentration corrections are required for all experimental 

points. 

A set of programs was written to handle the numerical inte-

grations and other data reduction calculations. The programs were 

run on the IBM-7040 computer of the University Computer Center at 

Oklahoma State University. When plotting was required, a card deck 

was normally produced by the 7040 and brought to the Engineering 

Computer Laboratory where plots were made on a Calcomp 565 digital 

incremental plotter driven on-line by an IBM-1620 computer. 

51keda and Kakiuchi reported some polymerized samples whose 
curves of log c vs x2 bend upward. See Reference 56. 



Figure 8. Equilibriwn Schlieren Curves of Low 
Concentration Samples. 
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Special Considerations on the Sample Concentrations 

Because of the fact that interaction becomes a major factor 

only at a rather short inter-particle distance, it becomes measurable 

only after the particles approach each other close enough so that 

the effect of diffusion does not overshade the effect of interaction. 

Therefore, it is required to carry out the experimental studies of 

inter-particle interaction by ultracentrifuge methods at high 

macromolecular concentration. The author wishes to emphasize here 

that such a requirement in the experimental conditions is a rather 

un-conventional approach since traditionally there is a habit to 

carry out ultracentrifugation tests at low concentrations6 • 

Furthermore, the "equilibrium method" is clearly favored over 

the velocity method since one does not have to consider the dynamic 

aspects in the process of sedimentation. The author wishes also to 

emphasize here that equilibria of this type are not reached by 

balances of the sedimentation a.nd diffusion processes; these are 

rather sedimentation-diffusion-interact ion equilibria. Experimentally, 

it means that the centrifugation must be: carried out at a speed much 

greater than that suitable for conventional sedimentation-·diffusion 

O l "b O d" 7 equ1. 1. r1.um stu 1.es • This high speed is essential to push the 

6Most analytical ultracentrifuge samples have a concentration 
range of O. 570 by weight of macromolecule or less. 

7For examplej the Beckman Instrument Corp. recommended the 
speed for sedimentation £,qUilibrium nms be calculated from the formula: 
rpm = 8 .165x105 I rfi,1(1 - up). For a sample of M = 220, 000 (~that of Ludox 
SM), the calculated. speed should be 2 ,357 rpm. However, a successful 
run requires the speed be set between 6,000 to 13,000 rpm. 
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mutually repulsive particles together. A more favorable experimental 

condition is to set the instrument at an even higher speed so .that 

the whole diffusion region is moved away from the top meniscus. 

Such a practice has the advantage of an easier numerical integration 

since we can then set both the concentration and the mass of macro-

molecule at the top meniscus to zero. 

The ideas which we discussed here can be made more clear if 

the reader refers back to Fig. 7 and the last two sections of this 

chapter. 

One of the obvious disadvantages of using high-concentration 

samples is that the schlieren pattern may easily be thrown out of 

the view because of the limited aperature size of the optical system. 

This results a dark (unlighted) concentration band on the photograph. 

By properly reducing both the spinning speed and the thickness of 

Of. f 8 bl b the centerpiece ultracentri uge cell , it is possi e to ring I 

the whole range of the schlieren curve into the view for the smaller 

particle-size. samples made from Ludox SM. However, it has been found 

difficult to bring the whole view of the schlieren curves into the 

scope properly for samples made of larger particles such as the Ludox 

HS or the light scattering standard Ludoxo 

The Salt Effect 

A series of sedimentation-diffusion-interaction equilibrium 

8Three mm is the minimium thickness for the filled Epon center
pieces available from Spinco. Although an 1.5 mm aluminum centerpiece 
is also available, it does not satisfy the purpose because of corrosion. 
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experiments were carried out on the 30% by weight Ludox SM samples 

diluted to 15% with salt water. (See Table II for salt content). 

The schlieren curves are shown in Fig. 10. This type of the schlieren 

curves with a maximium near the bottom of the_cell has'been reported 

only very recently by Nichol, Ogston, and Preston (53), who were 

also able to bring out the part of the schlieren curve normally· 

hidden in the concentration band. The finding of this study con; 

firmed that their observation is really a wider class of new 

phenomenon which might draw sufficient interest in the field of 

ultracentrifugation. 

The interpartic.le potentials obtained experimentally by the 

method described in a previous section of this chapter are plotted 
! 

in Fig. 11. -1 In Table IV, the Debye lengths I( calculated from 

the added salt concentrations were presented. The Verwey-Overbeek 

potential at the surface of the particle obtainable from Eq. 2-13 

should proportional to the factor 1/(1 +A:;a.) 2 • Therefore, we 

extrapolated the potential in Fig. 11 to 7 ·mµ inter-particle 

distance. The ratios are presented in the last line of Table IV. 

It can be seen that agreement with the ratios of 1/(1 + Ka) 2 is 

quite good. The discrepancy is believed to be due J:o the inaccuracy 

of the extrapolation and the inaccuracy of the initial salt con-

centrations in the samples. 

The 15% Ludox SM sol (original concentration) behaved quite 

differently before salt was added •. (See Fig. 12 for its schlieren 

curve.) However, when enough salt'was added to the _sample, a schlieren 
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Figure 13, 

-

Schlieren Curve of the Sample.:Shown in Fig. 12 
after Sufficient Amount of Salt Was Added, 
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TABLE IV. COMPARISON OF RATIOS OF EXPERIMENTALLY OBTAINED 
V WITH RATIOS OF 1/(L+ Ka)2. 

a 

Sample Number I II III IV 

K ( x 106 /c.m ) 2.90 4. 10 5.79 9.05 

Ratio of 1/ (1 + Ka) 2 LOO 0.68 0.44 0.23 

Ratio of V (Expt'l) LOO 0.69 0.51 0,29 
a 

curve shown in Fig. 13 was obtained, This curve possesses all the 

52 

features of the group of curves shown in Fig. 10. The schlieren curve 

in Fig, 12 was believed caused by a very strong repulsive potentiaL 



CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSIONS OF RESULTS 

In Chapter II, it has been shown that if the sample is composed 

of fairly uniform, non-reacting macromolecules, it can be used as a 

probe to evaluate experimentally the interparticle interaction between 

macromolecules, if this interaction e.xists. In Chapter III, we have 

presented the results of the experiments on some samples of Ludox SM, 

whose uniformity was confirmed by a work of Alexander and Iler (SO) 

using an electron microscope. In this chapter, we shall compare the 

interaction potential found experimentally with the ones derived from 

theories. The comparison will first be made against Verwey-Overbeek 1 s 

two particle theory (Equations 2-11 through 2-14) and then against 

the simple theory suggested :i.n Chapter :tL 

Comparison of Experimental and Theory 

Verwey and Overbeek gave .;Jn approximate. formula for two-particle 

. (23) 
interaction between charged spherical double layers • Then re-

sults were summarized in Equations (2-11) through (2-14). To check 

their validity, we have noted that, if the variations of Sandy 

in Equations (2-11) and (2-13) are ignored Sandy are slowly varying 

functions of interparticle distances. These parameters both have the 

magnitude of the order of unity. (See Reference 23 for numerical 

examples.) The theory predicts that the slope of a plot of V "s vs. 
R 

53 
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R on a semi-log paper should be - K, where K is the reciprocal of 

the Debye length. The value of K thus obtained experimentally 

(cross points in Fig. 14) from the sample whose Schlieren curve was 

5 -1 presented in Fig. 12 is 3.77x10 cm , as compared with the value of 

3.9xl05 cm-1 calculated from formula (4-1). 

K = (4-1) 

The particle diameter obtained from the slope of the left portion of 

2 the log (c/c0 ) vs. x plots (see, for example, dotted line in Fig. 7) 

is 6.87 mu, as compared with the norminal particle diameter of 7 mu. 

It should be noted that errors reported in particle diameter reflect 

only one third of corresponding errors of mole.cular weight. The 

2 same good agreement was also observed between the values of 1/ (1+ Ka) 

calculated via Equation (4=1) and the values of 1/(1+ Ka) 2 obtained 

experimentally (Table IV) from repulsive potentials at the particle 

conta~t distance. 

The magnitudes of the repulsive potential at contact distance 

(R=2a) obtained experimeritally are, however, one order of magnitude 

larger than that one could expect from Equation (2-13). This dis= 

crepancy can be undeistood since Equation (2=13) gives only the 

repulsive potential between two particles, while the experimental 

value gives the total potential imposed upon the particle byall other 

particles. In fact, the ratio of these two amplitudes can be used 

to estimate roughly the effeqtive nearest neighbor around a particle. 

In this case, the number turned out to be 11, which is also quite 

reasonable. 
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The solid curve in Fig. 14 is obtained by calculating 

V = Q(~ab - ~aoo ) where ~ab is the surface electric potential of 

the particle when it is confined to a spherical volume of radius b. 

The surface term is used here because only the potential of the 

macromolecular particle has anything to do with the distribution of 

the particle. The curve was obtained by adjusting Q/,\y;. so that the 

best fit possible with the experimental points at the.lower concen

tration was obtained. However, if experimental K value was used, the 

Q value required for the best fit is about 6 times smaller than 

that which can be expected from titration data (57 , 58). Since 

(i) the titration data are very unreliable near the point of 

neutrality, and (ii) not all the surface charge sites releasable 

by the titration process may be available to a normal electric 

double layer, the author thinks there is fairly good agreement 

between the two surface charge densities. The solid curve begins 

to deviate from experimental points below 11 mµ. It bends rapidly 

upward as the interparticle distance decreases further. Such 

breakdown is understandable since the Gouy-Chapman model starts 

falling apart beyond this point. Future work is undoubtedly nec

essary to test the validity of other models. 

Interaction vs. Buoyancy 

There has been a great debate in the past <52) as to whether 

the density of the solvent or the density of the sol (solution) should 

be used in the calculations of the buoyancy term in the sedimentation 

equations such as (2-9). Equally strong arguments were presented by 

both sides. In the cases in which the determination of molecular 
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weights were the chief concern, the difference between the two points 

of view would not be too serious since it calls only for a correction 

term from each other, and this correction term is small since the 

concentration of the sample is low. The situation is worse in the 

interaction studies since it is most essential to carry out the experi

ments at high concentrations. The concepts of buoyancy and inter

particle interaction must be clearly distinguished here. Buoyancy 

can only be defined if the body sees a homogeneous environmento This 

assumption soon breaks down when the volume of interest becomes 

smaller. True homogeneity does not exist in natureo The replacement 

of the real environment by a fictitious continuum is valid only when 

we can. accept the average effect of the process. The average may 

be. carried out either space-wise or time-wise. In the case of buoyancy, 

either the colliding particle is much smaller than the collided par

ticle, or the collision is so frequent that we. can neglect the f luc

tuations. 

The use of apparent density (average density) to calculate the 

buoyancy force would break down even sooner. In the extreme case, no= 

one would like to include the forces exerted on a glass bead near 

the bottom of a beaker of water by the neighboring glass beads as 

buoyancy. It is also hard to believe that a colloid particle which 

has about a dozen close neighbors would see a uniform environment during 

its course of Browning motion. For this reason, it is not considered 

good practice to include any separable interactions into the buoyancy 

term, nor is it necessary to introduce the concept of pseudo-buoyancy. 

The ultimate proof rests on the experiments. If the observed 
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strangeness of the Schlieren curves were due to the buoyancy of the 

solution, then one would expect, after inserting the supposedly correct 

density, i.e., in this case, the density of the solution rather than 

2 
the density of the solvent, the plot of log c vs. x would return to 

a straight line, and this line would be independent of the very small 

amount of salt content in the sample, since the amount of salt will 

not change the density by any appreciable amount. However, we find 

that the observed data cannot be accounted for by manipulating the 

buoyancy term. The values of VT are plotted against p in Fig. ~5 

for two samples which differ only in the concentration of small ions. 

These two samples have the same apparent density, and yet the points 

lie on two distinctive curves. This completely rules out the buoyancy 

interpretation. 

Prospects of the Sedimentation-Diffusion-Interaction 
Equilibruim Method 

In this study, it has been established that the feasibility of 

using ultracentrifugation techniques to map certain interactions such 

as the Verwey-Overbeek interaction of electric double layers. It 

should be pointed out here that the sedimentation-diffusion-interaction 

method which was used in this study for the first time, is a rather 

general method. In general, the shape of the Schlieren curves in the 

interaction zone will depend upon the nature of the interaction. It 

is hoped that new applications will be added to this area of study 

in the future. It is not at all impossible that an entirely different 

form of Schlieren pattern from that which has been reported here 

may be found in some other system. 
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In the following, the author suggests a few problems of interest, 

which he feels should be investigated. 

(1) Ludox SM has been used as a starting material for catalysts 

of controlled pore size. Kinetic studies can be carried out on 

coated active colloidal particles before impinging them into solids. 

This made the measurement of change of composition of the environment 

fluid at the very vicinity of the surface possible by monitoring the 

changes of Schlieren pattern during the course of reaction. Such an 

arrangement would also have the capability of studying very slow 

reactions. 

(2) Redistribution of a third component between two immiscible 

liquids sometimes involves a very small amount of energy. Phase 

diagram data of much higher precision could be collected in these 

regions if ultracentrifugation were used. 

(3) Temperature jump type of experiments could be carried 

out on the ultracentrifuge if the reaction of interest can be 

initialized or perturbed by a beam of very intense light, perhaps 

mounted at a certain degree in advance of the monitoring light beam. 

Information could be collected by varying the amount of perturbation 

and watching its effect on the Schlieren pattern. 

In the history of development of NMR, realizing that nuclei 

can be used as probes to study the surrounding environments has 

brought many kinds of interesting applications. Let us hope that the 

same will happen at least to some extent in the field of ultracentri

fugation. 
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